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Abstract
Interactions between macromolecules in general, and between proteins in particular, are essential
for any life process. Examples include transfer of information, inhibition or activation of function,
molecular recognition as in the immune system, assembly of macromolecular structures and
molecular machines, and more. Proteins interact with affinities ranging from millimolar to
femtomolar and, because affinity determines the concentration required to obtain 50% binding, the
amount of different complexes formed is very much related to local concentrations. Although the
concentration of a specific binding partner is usually quite low in the cell (nanomolar to
micromolar), the total concentration of other macromolecules is very high, allowing weak and
non-specific interactions to play important roles. In this review we address the question of binding
specificity, i.e., how do some proteins maintain monogamous relations while others are clearly
polygamous. We examine recent work that addresses the molecular and structural basis for
specificity versus promiscuity. We show through examples how multiple solutions exist to achieve
binding via similar interfaces and how protein specificity can be tuned using both positive and
negative selection (specificity by demand). Binding of a protein to numerous partners can be
promoted through variation in which residues are used for binding, conformational plasticity and/
or post-translational modification. Natively unstructured regions represent the extreme case in
which structure is obtained only upon binding. Many natively unstructured proteins serve as hubs
in protein-protein interaction networks and such promiscuity can be of functional importance in
biology.
Introduction
In an organism, proteins can participate in specific interactions with just one or a few
partners, in promiscuous yet functional interactions with many partners, and/or in non-
specific interactions with some of the numerous functionally non-cognate partners. In the
cell, 30% of the dry mass is composed of proteins [1]. It has been shown that chymotrypsin
inhibitor 2 translational and rotational diffusion rates in cell extracts in vitro were hindered
by weak, non-specific interactions [2*]. The source of interaction specificity that favors a
small set of interactions over the multitude of possibilities is not well understood. Specificity
involves both binding to a specific partner and not binding to other proteins. When defining
specificity one has first to define “binding”. The simplest definition would be to use some
arbitrary affinity threshold. However, this is not advisable, as functionally important binding
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occurs at a range of affinities from low millimolar to femtomolar. A different definition
would be to relate specificity to the concentrations and compartmentalization of the proteins
in question in the cell, e.g. requiring that for biologically relevant binding, two proteins must
be localized near one another at a concentration that promotes interaction. In other words,
specificity is a relative trait that is context-dependent. But critical information about the
relevant cellular conditions is often not available. Nevertheless, significant progress has
been made towards understanding specificity by studying proteins under more controlled
conditions, using biochemical and biophysical methods. Varying criteria have been used to
define binding and binding specificity, e.g. designating a protein as “specific” if interaction
with a desired partner is tighter than with other proteins, without considering the energy gap.
This is because quantitative binding affinities and/or complete specificity profiles are often
not available.
The challenge of achieving specificity is greater when candidate interaction partners are
similar in sequence and/or structure. Large, paralogous gene families pose this type of
problem, as does the selection of conformationally specific antibodies and the design of
targeted biological therapeutics. A tradeoff between affinity and specificity of binding to
similar interfaces has been suggested, but no universal relationship between these properties
has been established [3]. Very tight binding to a specific partner may be one mechanism, but
another involves explicit negative design elements that suppress cross-interactions, which
may be an evolutionary trait. A related issue is whether it is important to consider negative
design in protein engineering, and on this point the answer seems to vary.
Multi-specificity is the property of interacting with many partners, and this can be important
for biological function. Protein interactome studies have identified “hub” proteins that
participate in exceptionally high numbers of interactions, and multi-specificity is common
for many proteins involved in signaling and regulation. A range of structural strategies to
achieve multi-specificity has been observed. At one extreme, there are proteins for which
numerous interactions can occur via structurally similar complexes that exhibit negligible to
small, though important, variation in different instances. More commonly, promiscuous
binding seems to involve degrees of structural plasticity, which may result in different
subsets of residues being important for binding to different partners. More extreme examples
of structural plasticity are found in natively unstructured proteins that can adopt dramatically
different structures in different complexes. Finally, post-translational modifications can alter
the chemistry and structure of the same sequence in its interactions with diverse partners.
Structural and post-translational changes make the problems of computationally predicting
protein interactions, protein complex structures, and interaction hotspots fiendishly difficult.
The evolution of protein interfaces and the engineering of new partners are related problems.
Key to each is the observation that there are many solutions to the interaction problem for a
given protein. Clearly, some sites on structured proteins are more suitable than others for
mediating interactions, and a few of the biophysical properties that distinguish good
interfaces from bad are understood [4,5]. But once a protein has evolved a good binding site,
it appears that there are essentially innumerable ways to use it in different variations. For
example, even within the context of a fixed backbone scaffold, computational protein design
algorithms often find many different solutions predicted to complement a known interface,
particularly when both sides of the interface can be changed. In computational methods that
do not keep the template fixed, it is possible to swap interaction modules in and out to
diversify the binding properties. In vitro selection is an excellent way to identify new
interaction partners for a given protein, and large numbers of distinct ligands, which can use
a common binding site in somewhat different ways, have been discovered this way. Over the
course of evolution, interfaces can change in concert via a process of co-evolution, and in
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this way diverge from homologous structures to find nearby solutions that satisfy
requirements on function in new ways [6].
Another way in which a single protein can exhibit diverse solutions to the interaction
problem is through participation in numerous complexes of unrelated structure. In natural
systems, evolutionarily related proteins can form structurally dissimilar interactions with
diverse partners using the same binding site. Studying this phenomenon, Martin recently
found little evidence for convergence to chemically similar binding solutions at such
interfaces: many distinct physical solutions seem to exist [7*]. From either an evolutionary
or engineering perspective, intrinsically disordered proteins provide great potential for
forming many interactions via structurally dissimilar complexes, as residues that are key for
one interaction can often be decoupled from those important for others. Stringing a number
of such semi-autonomous motifs into a disordered region provides tremendous interaction
capacity, in a modular solution to the multi-specificity problem.
In this review we highlight advances in our understanding of protein-binding specificity, and
how this relates to biological function. We demonstrate the principle of “specificity by
demand”, which shows that the specificity of an interface is tunable. We discuss examples
of positive versus negative design principles, and show how flexibility and post-translational
modifications can result in a multitude of binding on the same protein domain, using
different residues for interaction (and as “hotspots”) for different partners. The potential for
promiscuity stems from the principle of many sequence and structure combinations that will
promote binding to a given protein.
Multiple interactions via a conserved structure
Nature uses structurally conserved domains and motifs to mediate many interactions. When
such domains occur multiple times in an organism, or across organisms, an opportunity for
intra-family multi-specificity arises, because one protein can bind to multiple evolutionarily
related partners. It is interesting to consider the commonalities and differences between
largely similar complexes that determine the affinity and specificity of interactions.
Elements of negative design, predicted to form bad interactions in non-cognate complexes,
can be identified in many of these examples.
β-lactamase - β-lactamase inhibitor proteins
β-lactamases can be inhibited by a variety of proteins that show varying interaction
specificities. The structures of five different β-lactamase - β-lactamase inhibitor protein
complexes have been solved; TEM1-BLIP (1JTG), TEM1-BLIP1 (3GMW), TEM1-BLIP2
(1JTD), SHV – BLIP (2G2U) and KPC2 – BLIP (3E2L) [8–12]. Except for BLIP2, a
significant degree of homology exits between the proteins (Table 1). The different BLIP and
β-lactamase proteins bind one another at the same location and orientation (Fig 1) using a
similar set of amino acids to form the interaction. In addition, BLIP-like protein BLP
((3GMX), 32% and 42% identity to BLIP and BLIP1, Table 1) does not bind to β-lactamase.
These complexes serve as an excellent test case to investigate whether the same interactions
are used in the different complexes, and whether hotspot residues are conserved. The
residues conserved in all five binding sites are listed in Table 2, and these constitute a large
percentage of the interface residues. However, despite conservation in location (even for
TEM1 binding to BLIP2) the interface residue identities are not highly conserved.
Moreover, different complexes use different residues as hotspots for binding, promoting
specificity of BLIPs for four different β-lactamase proteins [13]. Even if comparing only
four out of the five complexes (without TEM1-BLIP2) only two conserved sidechain-
sidechain interactions (between K111 and S39 and S130 with D39) and three conserved
mainchain-to-sidechain interactions are found. Thus, the analysis of these five interfaces
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teaches us that although the location of the interface is highly conserved, the identity of the
pairwise interactions is not. In other words, there are many solutions to obtain micromolar-
to-nanomolar affinity for this interaction.
It is interesting that structure is much better conserved than sequence in this example (Fig
1). As this is not due to contacts made, and apparently not due to functional restraints (one
could inhibit β-lactamase activity with less structure conservation at the interface), one may
speculate that certain structural characteristics promote binding, while others do not [4].
What these characteristics are is currently not well understood, but may be important for
interface design. One BLIP like protein (BLP) does not bind β-lactamase. Here, the reason is
clearly a totally different sequence of the interface residues, which does not promote binding
[11*].
Colicin-immunity proteins
Interactions between colicin endonucleases (DNase) and immunity proteins provide an
example where cognate complexes are much more stable than non-cognate complexes,
largely because of a much slower rate of dissociation resulting in six orders of magnitude
difference in affinity. A recent structure of a low-affinity non-cognate complex showed only
small differences between the cognate and non-cognate interfaces, suggesting that a few
frustrated contacts (a form of negative design) are all that is needed to produce a large effect
on binding [14*]. Iterative rounds of random mutagenesis and selection toward higher
affinity of the non-cognate ColE7-Im9 pair uncovered a latent set of interactions, providing
the key to the rapid divergence of Im protein variants with altered specificity [15*]. This
suggests that protein-protein interactions can exploit promiscuous interactions and
alternative binding configurations to facilitate the divergence of new functions, and also that
specificity can be introduced following gene duplication with just a few changes in
sequence.
Bcl-2 proteins
Interactions among Bcl-2 proteins are important for regulating programmed cell death. In
humans, 6 globular anti-apoptotic Bcl-2 family members can bind a variety of short helical-
peptide segments in “BH3-only” pro-apoptotic proteins, thereby blocking apoptosis.
Sequence similarity among the anti-apoptotic receptors is low to moderate, but these
proteins, as well as several viral homologs, have highly conserved structures. Pro-apoptotic
BH3-only proteins appear to exhibit “specificity by demand”, i.e. the various family
members have different binding specificities, presumably associated with their distinct
functions. Some BH3-only proteins (e.g. Bim, Puma, Bid) bind to anti-apoptotic human
paralogs promiscuously, whereas others (e.g. Bad, Noxa) selectively interact with just a
subset. The anti-apoptotic proteins conversely have distinct specificity patterns, which has
been exploited to profile the state of primary tumor isolates to determine which Bcl-2
proteins are involved in cell survival [16].
Both structure-based and systematic mutational studies have probed the significance of
many residues for Bcl-2 family binding and interaction specificity [17–20]. Native Bcl-2
family complexes are very stable, with low nanomolar dissociation constants. Although the
overall structure and interaction mode of different complexes is highly conserved, modest
structural plasticity plays a role in recognition on both the anti-apoptotic and pro-apoptotic
sides of the interface [21]. The plasticity of the interface accommodates small-to-large,
hydrophobic-to-charged and alanine mutations at many sites with only minor changes in
binding affinity, consistent with the ability of many Bcl-2 family receptors to bind a wide
diversity of BH3-only proteins [22–26]. Certain interface sites are more restrictive, however,
providing a mechanism for negative design against non-cognate complexes. Single-residue
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or two-residue mutations of this type have been identified that give dramatic changes in
BH3-only specificity [18*,19]. Many of these can be rationalized structurally [21], and a
sequence-based model has been developed based on available data that shows good
prediction performance in a limited sequence space [18*]. Directed studies have provided
engineered peptides that display desired specificities [18*,20,23,27]. But the importance of
even the relatively modest structural variation observed makes model building a challenge.
Antibody-protein Antigen
Antibodies have a structural scaffold that allows for an essentially unlimited diversity of
binding partners. Naïve antibodies have tremendous capacity to bind different eptiopes, and
the plasticity provided by flexible loops on a dynamic scaffold is critical to this. Antibodies
undergo a complex maturation and clonal selection process against specific epitopes on the
antigen, which can be associated with rigidification. The maturation process drives low
affinity and low specificity recognition towards high affinity and specificity. However,
affinity and specificity of antibodies do not have to be directly related. E.g., in the absence
of negative selection, the same mechanism that provides higher affinity for one epitope (like
a more rigid binding site with a certain composition of amino acids) may also alter
promiscuity to similar molecules [3]. Thus, to achieve high specificity, a high affinity
monoclonal antibody may not be preferable over lower affinity polyclonal antibodies, as
promiscuous binding of the higher affinity molecule may be enhanced as well. For
polyclonal antibodies, although promiscuous binding may be distributed over different
molecules, specific binding can be enhanced by the repertoire, making the polyclonal
antibodies effectively more specific [28].
The question of antibody selectivity was systematically evaluated by Michaud et al. by
analyzing the binding of 11 antibodies raised against different antigens on a yeast protein
array [29]. They found that five of the antibodies showed specific recognition towards their
antigen, five others were cross reactive towards a number of other antigens, and one was not
specific, binding >1000 partners. Similar results were reported more recently using an array
of human proteins produced recombinantly in E. coli [30]. Although such experiments
provide valuable information, one should remember that many of the proteins immobilized
on microarrays are not properly folded, and may differ in posttranslational modifications
from native counterparts. In the body one has also to consider the local concentrations of the
antibodies and antigens, which may significantly alter the binding profile. Yet overall, the
suggestion is that many antibodies exhibit promiscuous interactions, perhaps associated with
antibody binding sites being “good” interfaces.
Birtalan et al. performed a comprehensive experimental analysis to relate antibody
specificity to sequence by testing the functional capacity of a single Fab framework for
binding VEGF, HER2, IGF-1 and protein A using phage display [31**]. This study
provided insights into what makes a good binding site. For all antigens, Tyr was the
preferred amino acid for contributing to both affinity and specificity. This is in line with the
prevalence of Tyr in native antibody binding sites as well as with previous work on artificial
antibody libraries [32]. In addition, Gly and Ser were enriched to provide conformational
flexibility, whereas Ala seemed to compromise protein stability. Trp and Arg were found to
contribute significantly to binding affinity, but they were detrimental to specificity
(particularly Arg). Other amino acids were not effective in replacing Tyr, and were rarely
found in the selected libraries. For some antigens, high affinity antibodies could be derived
using only Tyr/Ser/Gly diversity, but for others, additional chemical diversity was required
for high affinity. Interestingly, while the selection libraries were varied in the CDR-H3
length, the selected binders towards a specific antigen were of a specific length, showing the
importance of the backbone in providing a good framework for binding. Thus, not only is an
antibody binding site a physically advantageous type of protein-interaction surface, but there
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are distinctly better variants of such sites (differing in residue composition and loop length)
that have higher capacity than others to solve the interaction problem.
Coiled coils
Alpha helical coiled coils are good models for studying protein-protein interactions due to
the simplicity of their rod-like structures, which are formed of two or more helices twisted
into a superhelical bundle. From simple considerations of the shared sequence pattern and
the commonalities of structure, any coiled-coil peptide is a potential interaction partner for
any other, and so these proteins would seem to have high potential to form promiscuous
interactions. But several large-scale studies indicate that coiled-coil interactions are not
indiscriminate, even when removed from their native biological environment and their
structural context in full-length proteins [33–35]. Distinct interactions profiles are observed
even for different members of a common protein family. Due to the extended, rod-like
structure of coiled coils, modular strategies that involve decorating the lengths of the helices
with charged and polar groups can be used to encode positive and negative interaction
elements. For example, asparagine residues apposed with hydrophobic residues are highly
destabilizing at coiled-coil dimer interfaces, and charge repulsion between adjacent sites
across interfaces is unfavorable. Using these principles alone, numerous non-cognate
interactions can be prevented by appropriate placement of destabilizing interactions along
the helix. Patterning of even relatively short (< 40-residue) sequences can give rise to
impressively high degrees of specificity and complex interaction profiles [36**,37*].
One example of specificity in coiled-coil interactions comes from a recent study of laminin
heterotrimers. Out of 45 possible heterotrimers composed of 11 different isoforms, only 16
were found to assemble in vitro, demonstrating modest multi-specificity for the component
chains. The complexes observed in vitro were consistent with those known to be present
and/or functional in the cell [38]. Conversely, SNARE coiled-coil peptides are more
promiscuous, as assessed in large-scale yeast two-hybrid tests, but still show preferences for
certain types of interactions over others [35]. An interesting example illustrating the concept
of “specificity by demand” is the human and viral bZIP coiled coils, which have been
studied using peptide arrays [39,40]. Structural studies show that most bZIP complexes have
highly similar structures; still, some interact very selectively while others show more
promiscuous multi-specificity. Two viral bZIPs (Meq and HBZ) were shown to associate
with proteins from ~8 of the 20 human bZIP families. Given that the interaction partner of a
bZIP is important for determining its function, the intricate specificity profiles of coiled-coil
mediated interactions are probably functionally important both for human and pathogen-host
transcriptional control.
Beyond the examples of selective, combinatorial coiled-coil interactions in nature, such
associations can also be exploited for protein engineering. A panel of 27 synthetic coiled-
coil peptides designed to be heterospecific showed a rich pattern of pair-wise interactions
that can potentially be used to wire specific protein interactions into cellular circuits for
applications in synthetic biology [37*].
Binding to multiple conformations of structured domains
The examples above show relatively minor changes in structure across distinct complexes,
even for proteins that have numerous interaction partners. For other proteins with multiple
partners, promiscuity is facilitated by greater degrees of structural plasticity. In this section
we discuss conformational changes for structured proteins that have been related to multi-
specificity. In some cases, thermodynamic or kinetic insights into the recognition
mechanism are available.
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Allosteric control
Many proteins exhibit allosteric control, shifting from an “off” to an “on” state. Gao et al.
selected for antibodies that bound specifically to only one of two conformations of caspase-1
[41*]. Two selected antibodies bound to their cognate antigens with 20- to 500-fold higher
affinity than to the noncognate caspase conformer. Kinetic analysis of the interaction of the
two antibodies towards the “on”, “off” and “apo” forms of caspase-1 showed that in this
case the specificity of binding was mostly dictated by large differences in kon.
A strategy to specifically employ optimization of kon towards the “off” state of Ras binding
was used to enhance binding of Raf towards Ras-GDP. The 30–100-fold enhancement in
affinity of the Raf mutants towards the Ras-GDP form made the interaction sufficiently tight
to activate the mitogen-activated protein kinase pathway [42*,43]. Structural analysis of
these Raf mutants in complex with RasGDP revealed that the loop on Ras termed switch I
was found in a conformation similar to that of RasGTP and not RasGDP, however, with an
increased mobility relative to that observed in RasGTP.
Internal flexibility of binding sites drives promiscuity
For some proteins, flexibility of the binding site(s) promotes multiple conformations that
allow interactions with different partners [44]. Ubiquitin is a highly promiscuous protein,
and a structural ensemble of ubiquitin, refined against residual dipolar couplings that
captured the solution dynamics up to microseconds, accounted for the complete structural
heterogeneity observed in 46 ubiquitin crystal structures, most of which are complexes with
other proteins. This indicates that conformational selection, rather than induced-fit, explains
the molecular recognition dynamics of this example. With a large part of the solution
dynamics being concentrated in one concerted mode, the entropic cost of complex formation
is kept low [45**]. A similar conclusion was obtained from computational analysis of
germline antibody H3 loops. This work suggested that the H3 sequences are nearly optimal
to provide conformational flexibility, while the maturation process fixes specific
conformations and provides enhanced specificity in a rigidified scaffold [46]. Another
example is the regulatory subunit of protein kinase A (PKA), which can interact with
multiple partners at high affinity using a relatively hydrophobic interface. Relying on MD
simulations, it was suggested that there is a direct linear relationship between total
configurational entropy, stemming from favorable alternative contacts, and the binding
energy. Sampling of these different contacts increases the number of bound configurations
and thus minimizes the frustration and the entropy change upon binding. The hydrophobic
interface of PKA/Ht31pep thus provides a favorable environment for a set of structures,
each of which is minimally frustrated and thus energetically stable [47].
Extreme promiscuity and intrinsic disorder
Many proteins have domains or regions that are intrinsically disordered and adopt a defined
conformation only upon interaction with a partner. Promiscuous proteins often have such
disordered regions, and extreme structural flexibility provides one mechanism for extreme
promiscuity. In this section we discuss PDZ domains and p53, two extensively studied
examples of promiscuous proteins where one interaction partner is natively disordered. The
p53 example illustrates how intrinsic disorder enables a wide range of complex structures,
whereas many distinct PDZ complexes show significant structural homology.
PDZ domains
PDZ domains bind to short, intrinsically unstructured regions typically located at the C-
termini of proteins, with dissociation constants of ~1–50 μM. Numerous PDZ domain
interactions with candidate peptide partners have been experimentally tested using protein
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arrays, peptide SPOT arrays and phage display [48–50]. Historically PDZ domains were
divided into two classes, based on a preference for hydrophobic residues vs. Ser/Thr at the -
2 position of the peptide ligand, and were viewed as relatively non-specific. But larger data
sets have revealed many more intricate specificity classes, or even a continuum of
specificities [48,49*]. Individual domains nevertheless interact with many partners. Some
murine PDZ domains bound over 20 peptides derived from the C-termini of murine proteins
on a protein array [48], and when tested against randomized phage libraries, it is common
for a single PDZ domain to bind more than 50 peptides with unique sequences [49*].
Detailed studies of the Erbin PDZ domain have demonstrated that this protein can
accommodate many mutations at the binding interface and still maintain peptide binding,
often with interesting changes in binding specificity [51]. Clearly, there are many solutions
to the PDZ-peptide interaction problem.
Available structures support a well-defined and relatively invariant complex for many PDZ
domains, but for others, conformational exceptions are observed, and changes are also
observed in some examples between apo and bound structures. Computational studies have
proposed explanations for these differences [52]. C-terminal peptides often bind in a
structurally similar position with respect to the beta strand and helix that define the PDZ
binding groove [53*]. But interesting variations in binding geometry have recently been
reported for Dvl2 PDZ domain, which adopts different conformations to accommodate
internal, as opposed to C-terminal ligands [54]. Structural plasticity of the PDZ domain
appears important in this case for promiscuity with respect to peptide ligand type.
The large data sets of PDZ interactions have inspired development of computational
approaches for predicting PDZ binding specificity. Two types of approaches show promise.
In one, the PDZ-peptide interface is represented by a set of residue-pair interactions. The
particular pairs can be chosen based on the structure, or learned in the process of developing
the predictor. Weights are assigned to a set of important residue pairs using the experimental
data and a machine learning procedure [48,55*,56]. In the other type of approach, structure
is considered explicitly, and energy terms are computed from modeled complexes [53*].
Predicting specificity is a very challenging computational problem, and accuracy of all
methods is understandably limited. A better understanding of structural plasticity in PDZ
binding could guide the further development of both approaches.
The p53 protein
The tumor suppressor p53 is a much-studied protein, famous for having many interaction
partners and playing key roles in numerous critical pathways. Additional p53-interacting
proteins are being identified all the time [57]. Approximate binding sites on p53 for more
than 84 partners have been identified, and numerous high-resolution structures have been
solved for complexes involving parts of the protein. Dunker and colleagues point out that the
majority of known interaction sites on p53 are located in regions experimentally determined
to be disordered in the unbound state, suggesting that extreme structural plasticity plays an
important role in the interaction promiscuity of the protein [58*]. Many interactions map to
the intrinsically disordered C-terminal domain. For example, 7 residues in this region were
shown to adopt four distinct conformations spanning three major secondary structures
(helix, extended strand, coil) in four different complexes [58*]. Different residues are
important for the different interactions. Additional structures covering this region of p53
have been now been solved and show yet other binding modes [59,60]. Structures
illustrating different interaction modes for residues in the 367–391 region of p53 are
presented in Fig. 2.
Unstructured regions of proteins are rich in post-translational modifications. Indeed, this is
true of the C-terminal domain of p53, and 5 of the 8 structures involve modification of
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residues by phosphorylation, methylation or acetylation (see Fig. 2). These chemical
modifications alter the conformational and interaction properties of p53. Nussinov and
colleagues point out that promiscuous protein-protein interactions that have been attributed
to a single protein in the literature are often not associated with a single chemical entity [61].
Rather, distinct interactions can be attributed to differently processed gene products. From a
molecular recognition perspective this is entirely sensible, and illustrates a strategy used in
nature to diversify gene function. p53 provides a dramatic example of interaction specificity
that is tunable by protein modification, and the many available structures are starting to
reveal the details of this phenomenon at high resolution.
Design of specificity and multi-specificity
In recent years we have witnessed an impressive increase in the successful use of
computational tools for protein design, including the first designs of de-novo protein
interfaces [62]. More common than designing new interfaces is re-designing known ones
with demonstrated interaction capacity. Computer-based design was used to replace a group
of connected amino acids within the interface of TEM1-BLIP (termed a module) with
another module selected from an unrelated protein structure. This resulted in an alternative
interface, where the mutant proteins bound one another specifically and with high affinity,
but binding to the wild-type proteins was severely compromised, resulting in a new
interaction with a specificity factor of ~300-fold [63*]. An alternative strategy for
introducing specificity is to insert deleterious mutations into an interface, and then to search
for second-site repressor mutations that re-establish the binding affinity. Kuhlman and
colleagues implemented such a protocol computationally by scanning an interface for knobs
and holes or changing hydrophobic residues to polar or vice versa. In 4 out of 8 cases, a
specificity factor of 10–50 was achieved [64].
Calmodulin (CaM) can bind and regulate different protein targets mediating processes such
as inflammation, metabolism, apoptosis and more. CaM is regulated through the binding of
calcium, which induces a structural shift that enables it to bind specific partners. Shifman
and coworkers aimed to design a CaM variant with greater binding specificity. This was
achieved solely through computational optimization of interaction with a specific peptide,
without using negative design. Experimental measurements showed a small increase in
affinity for the specific peptide but a large drop in binding affinity to other peptides [65*].
This is an example where the targets are apparently sufficiently different such that
optimization towards one is not coupled to increasing the affinity towards another. Further
computational analysis has suggested that the CaM interface can be divided into positions
that provide affinity while others provide specificity of binding [66].
In contrast to CaM, negative design appears to be critical for engineering specific coiled-coil
complexes. Our current understanding of positive and negative elements in coiled-coil
recognition is sufficient to design molecules with desired interaction properties, and
engineering of interaction specificity has been demonstrated for both simple homo vs.
heterodimer examples, as well as for complex multi-state problems with many undesired
states [36**,67,68]. Negative design was strongly predicted to be necessary in many of these
examples to disfavor competing complexes, especially undesired homodimerization of the
designed protein. This is consistent with selection experiments that found strong off-target
interactions when there was no counter selection against these [69].
Most prokaryotes harbor dozens of histidine kinases that interact with their respective
response regulators to form two-component signaling pathways. While the protein pairs are
similar, there is no promiscuous crosstalk between them [70]. Laub and colleagues have
used computational co-variation analysis to localize the interaction specificity to a point at
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the tip of the kinase 4-helix bundle DHp domain, and demonstrated that modest changes in
sequence in this local region can re-wire the interaction specificity [71*]. The fact that
changes of just a few amino acids are sufficient to completely switch specificity is another
example, similar to colicin-immunity protein complexes discussed above, of how multiple
solutions to the interaction problem can be close in sequence space, facilitating the
divergence of duplicated genes for distinct functions.
Summary
In this review, through the many examples given, we highlight how protein complexes can
accommodate extensive variation in sequence, even at structurally similar interfaces. Any
protein can interact with many proteins, however at different affinities. Differences in
affinity determine specificity, but in a biological context the energy gap that is relevant
depends on functional requirements as well as on local protein concentrations. The lack of
absolute specificity is a result of the many solutions that exist to obtain binding, which can
be achieved at a single interface or at different interfaces. Therefore, the need for negative
design, whether evolutionary or man-made, has to be considered with respect to in vivo
conditions that are difficult to define. Despite these challenges, advances in systems biology,
structural methods, combinatorial high-throughput approaches and computer modeling and
design have improved our understanding of both promiscuous and specific interactions. We
have also seen the first steps towards successful prediction and rational design of interaction
specificity.
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Figure 1.
Overlay of β-lactamase – BLIP structures. A. cyan – TEM1-BLIP (1JTG), magenta – SHV-
BLIP (2G2U), yellow – KPC2-BLIP (3E2L), pink – TEM1-BLIP1 (3GMW) and green – is
BLP (3GMX) overlaid on TEM1-BLIP. B. TEM1-BLIP2 (1JTD) structure (pink over cyan)
overlaid on TEM1-BLIP.
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Figure 2.
Interactions formed by p53 residues 367–391. In each panel, the p53 fragment is in cyan.
The p53 sequence is 367-SHLKSKKGQSTSRHKKLMFKTEGPD-391, and in each
structure the bold lysine residues are shown in stick representation, if unmodified. Post-
translationally modified residues are shown using spheres. (A) S100 calcium-binding protein
with p53 residues 367–388 (1DT7) [72], (B) Cyclin A2 with p53 residues 378–386 (1H26)
[73], (C) Tumor suppressor p53-binding protein 1 with p53 dimethylated lysine residue 382
(3LGL); residues 377–381 and 383–387 did not show clear density [59], (D) 14-3-3 protein
sigma with p53 residues 385–391, phosphothreonine 387 (3LW1) [60], (E) NAD-dependent
deacetylase Sir2 with p53 residues 378–384 (2H2F) [74], (F) NAD-dependent deacetylase
Sir2 with p53 residues 373–385; acetyllysine 382 (2H2D) [74], (G) CREB-binding protein
with p53 residues 367–386; acetyllysine 382 (1JSP) [75], (H) Histone-lysine N-
methyltransferase with p53 residues 369–374; N-methyl-lysine 372 (1XQH) [76].
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Table 1
Amino-acid identity between pairs of BLIP and β–lactamase proteins
protein 1 aa protein 2 aa % identity
BLP 154 BLIP 165 32
BLP 154 BLIP1 156 42
BLP 154 BLIPII 273 3
BLIP 165 BLIP1 156 39
BLIP 165 BLIPII 273 12
BLIP1 156 BLIPII 273 3
TEM1 262 KPC 259 40
TEM1 262 SHV1 265 67
KPC 259 SHV1 265 41
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Table 2
Amino-acid identity at conserved locations in the BLIP- β–lactamase interface
aa number β-lactamase Residue identity aa number BLIP Residue identity
99 N/K 31 E/D (S)
104 E/P/D 35 S/V (-)
105 Y/W 41 H/L (L)
106 S 48 G (D)
107 P 49 D (H)
108 E/- 50 Y (-)
110 E 53 Y (Q)
111 K 71 S/R (R)
112 H/Y/- 73 E (M)
129 M/Y 74 K/Y (E)
130 S/- 142 F/L (R)
167 P/L/T/- 143 Y/F (F)
168 E/- 162 W/R (S)
215 K/T/R
216 V/T
236 G/-
237 A/T
238 G/C/-
-
is designated for a location not conserved in TEM1 in complex with BLIP2 (pdb 1JTD). In brackets are the residues on BLP at the designated
location, with – indicating no residue.
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